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1: SBI Clerk Previous Year Question Paper with Answers (Hindi/Eng), Download PDF!
SBI Clerk previous year question papers play an important role in intensifying your exam preparation. In this article, we
are providing you SBI Clerk Prelims question paper with answers in English/Hindi language. It is a memory based
question paper which is prepared as per the SBI Clerk exam.

Directions 41 â€” In the following questions, each sentence has two blanks; each blank indicating that
something has been omitted. Choose the set of words for the blanks which best fits the meaning of the
sentence as a whole. An analysis of booking data â€¦â€¦â€¦.. Mobile operators are allowed to â€¦â€¦â€¦.. Read
each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error or idiomatic error in it. The error, if any, will
be in one part of the sentence. The number of that part is the answer. Ignore errors of punctuation if any
Directions 51 â€” Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, your answer is 5. Indian
firms are benefit strongly from the surge in mergers and acquisitions and amid heightened activity thanks to
the business optimism generated by new government. Inspire scoring very high in the examination, Suresh
failed to secure admission in the college of his choice. The commerce aircraft manufacturing business is a
rarefied zone. Signs that the Indican Economy is readying to became research basis are every where, and come
from both the government and the private sector. A All the labourers and the soldiers turned around and saw a
hut just a few steps away from the palace gate. C Before inviting the King to see the palace, the minister
decided to take a final look. D Many labourers were put to work and in a few days the palace was ready. E
Once, Veer decided to build a apace on a river bank and ordered his ministers to survey the site and start the
construction. F King Veer was known for his justice and kindness in whose kingdom, everyone was leading a
happy and content life and his people loved him and were proud of him. Which of the following sentences
should be the LAST sentence after rearrangement? In the following passage there are blanks, each of which
has been numbered. These numbers are printed below the passage, against each, five words are suggested, one
of which fits the blank appropriately. Find out the appropriate word in each case. Both issues have been
largely â€¦ 64 â€¦by politicians and played down by environment and development for 20 years. We â€¦ 66 â€¦
choose to rebalance the use of resources â€¦ 67 â€¦ a more egalitarian pattern of consumptionâ€¦ or we can
choose to do nothing and to â€¦ 68 â€¦ into a downward spiral of economic and environmental ills â€¦ 69 â€¦to
a more unequal and in hospitable future. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given
below it. With their large populations and rapid growth, these countries, so the argument goes, will soon
become some of the largest economies in the world and, in the case of China, the largest of all by as early as
But the BRICS, as well as many other emerging-market economies-have recently experienced a sharp
economic slowdown. So, is the honeymoon over? India had a couple of years of strong growth recently And
South Africa grew by only 2. Many other previously fast growing emerging market economies for example.
First, most emerging-market economies were overheating in , with growth above potential and inflation rising
and exceeding targets. Many of them thus tightened monetary policy in , with consequences for growth in that
have carried over into this year. Second, the idea that emerging-market economies could fully decouple from
economic weakness in advanced economies was farfetched: For example, the ongoing eurozone downturn has
hurt Turkey and emerging-market economies in Central and Eastern Europe, owing to trade links. This implies
a slowdown in reforms that increase the private sectors productivity and economic share, together with a
greater economic role for state-owned enterprises and for state-owned banks in the allocation of credit and
savings , as well as resource nationalism, trade protectionism, import substitution industrialisation polices, and
imposition of capital controls. This approach may have worked at earlier stages of development and when the
global financial crisis caused private spending to fall; but it is now distorting economic activity and depressing
potential growth. The risk that China will experience a hard landing in the next two years may further hurt
many emerging economies. Fourth, the commodity super-cycle that helped Brazil, Russia, South Africa and
many other commodity-exporting emerging markets may be over. Since then, emerging-market currencies and
fixed-income securities government and corporate bonds have taken a hit. The era of cheap or zero-interest
money that led to a wall of liquidity chasing high yields and assets â€” equities, bonds, currencies, and
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commodities â€” in emerging markets is drawing to a close. Finally, while many emerging market economies
tend to run current-account surpluses, a growing number of them â€” including Turkey, South Africa, Brazil
and India are running deficits. And these deficits are now being financed in risker ways: These countries share
other weaknesses as well: The need to finance the external deficit and to avoid excessive depreciation and
even higher inflation calls for raising policy rates or keeping them on hold at high levels. But monetary
tightening would weaken already-slow growth. Thus, emerging economies with large twin deficits and other
macroeconomic fragilities may experience further downward pressure on their financial markets and growth
rates. Some factors are cyclical, but others -state capitalism, the risk of a hard landing in China, the end of the
commodity super-cycle are more structural. Of course, some of the better managed emerging-market
economies will continue to experience rapid growth and asset outperformance. But many of the BRICS, along
with some other emerging economies, may hit a thick wall, with growth and financial markets taking a serious
beating. Which of the following statements is not true in the context of the given information in the passage?
What should be the most appropriate title of the passage in your opinion? Which of the following is not a
factor responsible for economic slowdown in BRICS and others emerging-market economies as cited by the
writer of the passage? The need to finance the external deficit and to avoid excessive depreciation in emerging
markets calls for 2 keeping policy rates on hold at high levels 3 Either 1 or 2 4 Tightening monetary policy
Directions 76 â€” Far-fetched 1 believable 2 unbelievable 3 besieged 4 behighted 5 distant Take a serious
beating 1 to be difficult to do 2 to be easy to do 3 a very heavy defeat 4 to be better 5 to take lead 1 sudden
changes 2 turf war 3 tumulus 4 confusion 5 turmoil Directions 79 â€” Fickle 1 unstable 2 stable 3 often
changing 4 meagre 5 voluminous 1 very sad 2 unenthusiastic 3 enthusiastic 4 discouraging 5 hollow
Directions 81 â€” In these questions, relationship between different elements in shown in the statements.
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below. In each question below are
two statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You have to take the two given statements to
be true even it they seem to be at variance form commonly known facts and then decide which of the given
conclusions logically follows from the two statements disregarding commonly known facts. Some apples are
oranges Some oranges are potatoes Conclusions: No orange is apple II. At least some potatoes are oranges No
pen is pencil No pencil is ink Conclusions: Some ink are pens II. Some pens being ink is a possibility No
elephant is horse All bulls are horses. No bull is elephant II. Some bulls being elephant is a possibility Some
books are papers No appear is bottle Conclusions: No bottle is book II. Some bottles being book is a
possibility Some mobiles are tablets No tablet is personal computer Conclusions: No personal computer is
mobile II. Some personal computers are mobiles Directions 96 â€” Study the following information carefully
and answer the questions given below: Ten people are sitting in two parallel rows containing five people each,
in such a way that there is an equal distance between adjacent people. Therefore, in the given seating
arrangement each member seated in a row faces another member of the other row. Y is sitting to the
immediate left of W. H is to the immediate left of person who faces V. L is sitting third to the right of J. Z is at
the extreme end of the line. W is sitting second to the right of the person who faces K. J is at the extreme end
of the line. Who amongst the following is sitting second to the left of V? Who amongst the following sit at the
extreme ends of the two rows? Which of the following statements is true regarding K? Which of the following
statements is true regarding J? Who among the following sits exactly between X and Y? Only three friends
joined courses after D. Only two friends joined courses between D and the one who joined Bengali language.
Only three friends joined language courses between the persons who joined Bengali and Odiya languages.
Only one friend joined between G and the person who joined Telugu language. G joined courses neither on
Tuesday nor on Wednesday. Neither G nor E joined Odiya language.
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2: SBI PO Previous Year Question Paper with Answers
The SBI Clerk Prelims Model Question Paper will give you the closest experience to the actual SBI Clerk Prelims Exam
paper. Get a fair idea about the difficulty level and type of questions that will be asked in the coming in the SBI Clerk
Exam.

SBI plays a very significant or and vital role. Every candidate wants to join SBI. SBI is going to conducts the
examination for the recruitment of clerks. The clerk recruitment exam is being conducted out in an to effort to
select the outstanding-rate applicants for the examination. Through these papers, you will get an idea about the
exam pattern and questions. It is our public sector bank which offers various vacancies to recruit for filling its
talented staff. The bank has various branches in India; therefore, there is a large requirement to fill its staff
vacancies for the Clerk post. There is a specific selection process followed by the organisation in order to
recruit the Clerk post for its various departments. There will be a common desired online examination for the
various branches across the country. The SBI exam notification is released and therefore the Clerk exam
solved papers are important for the candidates to get the complete information of the paper. This solved SBI
previous exam question papers gives you structure, followed by the exam pattern. It also specifies the
methodology to be followed along with the concerned areas for the development of core idea of different
subjects. So, you should download and make use of this beneficial information. The exam selection
processinvolves two processthat is Preliminary and Mains followed by the interview. The SBI panel
examiners follow the desired pattern as provided by us, do follow this pattern provided below. A candidate,
who wants to apply for the SBI clerk recruitment must have degree qualification from a recognized university
and able to read, write and speak English. Proficiency in the local language will be an extra advantage. We are
providing the following question for the preparation of SBI clerk exams. We are also uploading some previous
year SBI clerk exam question paper with answer. Just download these papers and practice for the exams.
Which key is used in combination with another key to perform a specific task?
3: SBI Clerk Exam Model Question Paper
SBI Clerk Previous Year Solved Question Paper Download SBI Clerk Previous Year Solved Question Paper will act as
model papers or sample papers and help you to understand the syllabus, pattern and how the pattern and difficulty
levels have evolved over the years.

4: SBI Clerk Recruitment SBI Clerks Vacancy Coming Soon
SBI Clerk Previous Year Question Paper Pdf Free-Download with Answers. Download freely available online SBI Clerk
Previous Year Question www.enganchecubano.com have mentioned the main link online now to get download official
online SBI Clerk Previous Year Paper.

5: Permutation & Combination Questions Answer PDF SBI Clerk
SBI Clerk Previous Year Sample Question Papers with Answers PDF There is a high demand for Bank Clerk jobs all
over India. SBI plays a very significant or and vital role.

6: SBI Clerk Model Question Paper
SBI Clerk Previous Year Solved Question Paper Download. SBI Clerk Question Paper and Answers: Sectionwise
Questions QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE. 1. A Vessel contains 60 litres of milk, 6 litres of milk is taken out and 6 litres of.
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SBI PO Previous Year Question Paper with Answers. Dear readers, today I have brought the SBI PO Previous Year
Question Paper with Answers for you, so let us do a quick Test of the exam pattern.

8: SBI Clerk Previous Year Question Paper Pdf Free-Download with Answers
SBI Clerk Written Exam Solved Question Paper on Reasoning Previous Story Tamilnad Mercentile Bank Notified
Recruitment to the Post of Clerk Next Story IBPS PO Online Test Series.

9: SBI Clerk Previous Year Solved Question Paper
SBI PO Exam Solved Question Paper. The banking team of www.enganchecubano.com has come up with complete
solutions of questions. These questions and solution of SBI Bank PO Exam will enable the.
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